
Shared Living. 
Defined. Equipped.
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GeO night table
half drawer
      

model DG 2020 NBX 

dimensions
20”             width
20”        depth
24”             height

construction
1” top, 3/4“ laminate composite board 
construction. 1.25” square tube frame, 18 GA 
metal. Frame is epoxy coated.  One drawer with 
metal sides and integrated ball bearing rollers, 
positive stop and 1/2” laminate back and bottom. 
Open storage below. Adjustable levelers.

finish
frame, epoxy coated
- Black
- Silver or Silver
laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options
- two-toned laminates
- drawer locks
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | night tables 
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iON night table
half drawer
      

model DN 2020 NBX 

dimensions
20“                 width
20”             depth
24”                 height

construction
3/4” laminate composite board construction. One 
drawer with metal sides, integrated ball bearing 
rollers, positive stop and 1/2“ laminate back and 
bottom.  Open storage below. Adjustable levelers.

finish
rlaminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options
- two-tone laminates
- drawer lock
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | night tables 
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PiX night table
half drawer
      

model DM 2020 NBX

dimensions
20”              width
20“              depth
24”              height

construction
1”top with 3/4” laminate composite board 
construction. One drawer with metal drawer sides, 
integrated ball bearing rollers, positive stop and 
1/2” laminate back and bottom. Open storage 
below. Recessed back to accommodate outlets. 
Adjustable levelers.

finish
laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options 
- two-toned laminates
- drawer locks
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | night tables
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PiX storage shelf
      

model DM 4809 SCB

dimensions
47.5”            width
9“                depth
8”                height

construction
 3/4” laminate composite board construction. Can 
be mounted either vertically or horizontally. Must 
be bolted to the wall studs through back panel. 
Cubbies accommodate letter size papper (8.5” x 
11”).

finish
laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

options 
- two-tone laminates

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | storage
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